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Scheme 1. Proposed secondary reactions of maleic anhydride functionalized tetracene thin films.
As the 21st century comes into its own, humanity has become surrounded by electronic devices and is even defined by one’s interactions with them. These devices range in size and use, from the small fitness tracker to the 72-inch 4K television, but nonetheless play an integral part in modern life. As technology expands, so does our imagination and devices become integrated into everyday items. Illustrative of this cyclical relationship, the development of cheap and lightweight electronics gave rise to displays that could fit in a pocket or hang on a wall. Today, the cycle continues with the application organic semiconductors into electronics, leading to the creation of flexible devices. Imagination, in turn, has taken the prospect of flexible devices in full stride and has led to the development of wearable technology, including products such as the TempTraq®, a digital thermometer applied onto the skin, as well as glucose sensing contact lenses.\(^1\) As technology and imagination continue to fuel each other, new applications are endless.

These smart devices can be broken down into discrete electronic elements, each performing a critical function. One of the most important is the field-effect transistor (FET), which is an electrically controlled switch that allows the device to perform a particular function. Typical construction of a FET consists of source and drain electrodes in contact with a semiconductor that is insulated from a third electrode, known as a gate, all supported by a substrate (Figure 1a). Conductivity of a FET is controlled by an electric field that is turned on or off when a potential is applied to the gate electrode. Typically, the source and drain electrodes
are made of a metal, often copper, while a doped silicon (or germanium) semiconductor is used for the channel between the contacts. For FETs, there are two possible configurations for the source and drain electrodes: bottom- and top-contact. For bottom-contact FETs, the electrodes are deposited onto the dielectric with the semiconductor deposited on top. On the other hand, top-contact FETs have metal electrodes located on top of the semiconductor (Figure 1a). This layering and configuration will become important in the projects herein.

Figure 1. Typical constructions of (a) a top-contact FET and (b) LED.

The second component is the light emitting diode (LED, Figure 1b). Along with the metal contacts and substrate, there are two semiconducting layers. The first is a p-type semiconductor, which the primary charge carriers are holes, that is connected to an n-type semiconductor, which conducts electrons. Typical semiconductors include GaAsP and GaP. The working principle of an LED is that when an electric field is applied to the device, the hole and electron combine at the interface between the two semiconductors (p-n junction). This allows for the release of energy as a photon of light. Through tuning the band gap at the p-n junction, the wavelength of the emitted photon can be controlled. As implied by the materials that make up its construction, FETs and LEDs are rigid devices with limitations for functionality and applications.
Due to the demands brought by smart devices (e.g. flexibility, low cost, customizable), organic semiconductors have been sought as replacements for inorganic semiconductors. As a result of their molecular nature and tunable properties, organic materials can address many of the requirements of the next generation of devices. Over the last two decades, many studies have demonstrated competitive charge carrier mobility, solution processable semiconductors, and the development of techniques to either deposit or print the organic materials onto various substrates. Device architectures have evolved notably via improved electrodes and insulating layers, as well as encapsulating layers that prevent oxidation while still allowing for flexibility. These new characteristics have been developed to the extent where devices are competitive with their inorganic analogues. Examples include the application of organic LEDs into mobile phones, to the point where most manufacturers have adopted this technology. While substantial improvement has been achieved with the electronic components of a device, metal contacts are still required for functional devices. As a result, there is still a massive amount of improvement or added functionality that can be addressed at the metal/organic interface.

**Metal Modification via Self-Assembled Monolayers**

Illustrative of the improvements required of the interface is the energy difference between the metal and organic layers, known as the Schottky energy barrier. Here, high contact resistance is generated from the misalignment of the metal’s Fermi level with the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) or the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) of the organic semiconductor. This misalignment is often the primary source of inefficiencies found within organic devices. As a means to minimize the Schottky energy barrier, and increase device efficiency, Campbell and coworkers demonstrated that the addition of self-assembled
monolayers (SAMs) could shift the metal’s Fermi level depending on the magnitude and orientation of the SAM dipole.\textsuperscript{11,12} For example, when the SAM dipole vector is oriented away from the metal, the stabilization of the metallic electrons result in lowering of the Fermi level which in-turn increases the electron Schottky energy barrier with the organic LUMO. On the other hand, when the dipole vector is oriented towards the metal, the destabilization of the metallic electrons result in an increase in the Fermi level and a decrease in the electron Schottky energy barrier between the metal and organic LUMO (Figure 2). When incorporating this technique into devices, the hole energy barrier between silver electrodes and the organic semiconductor, triisopropylsilylethylene pentacene (TIPS-pentacene), was decreased by using thiophenol, 4-fluorothiophenol, and pentafluorothiophenol SAMs.\textsuperscript{13} Here, the monolayers successfully aligned the silver electrode Fermi level with the TIPS-pentacene HOMO and an increase in drain current was observed and that current was proportional to the magnitude of the SAM dipole. Another example was the decrease of the electron energy barrier between gold electrodes and a C\textsubscript{60}, an n-type semiconductor, using SAMs consisting of methylbenzenethiol, aminobenzenethiol, and (dimethylamino)benzenethiol.\textsuperscript{14} As a result of successful energy level alignment, a decrease in the threshold voltages for the SAM-modified electrodes were observed. The authors attributed this effect to the electron donating character of the SAMs.

With the addition of SAMs, further functionality can be added to organic devices to create “smart” devices. Examples of potential SAM-based smart electronics include flexible pressure arrays,\textsuperscript{15} biosensors, and biocompatible devices.\textsuperscript{16,17} Switchable SAMs have also been studied, so that Schottky barriers can be controlled via an external stimulus, such as electrochemical potentials, via some change in the SAM dipole.\textsuperscript{16} Similary, photochromic
molecules have also been integrated into interfacial SAMs and act as a photoresponsive switch.\textsuperscript{18–21} In most cases, this switch is controlled by a photoisomerization that creates a dipole within the SAM and, in-turn, alters the work function of the metal via the mechanisms just discussed. These types of photoreversible work function alterations were first observed with the \textit{trans-cis} photoisomerization of azobenzene monolayers.\textsuperscript{22–24} Here, UV induced work function shifts were on the order of \textasciitilde0.4 eV for unsubstituted azobenzene monolayers. With the addition of electron withdrawing cyano groups to the azobenzene, work function shifts were observed in the opposite direction. These types of photoswitchable SAMs were applied to OFETs and the device response was shown to be controllable via stimuli (i.e. light),\textsuperscript{25} thus giving rise to a new form of smart electronic devices.

In Chapter 2, this dynamic response was extended to another class of photochromophores, dihydroindolizines (DHIs).\textsuperscript{26} The behavior of the DHIs were studied using polarization modulation infrared reflection absorption spectroscopy (PM-IRRAS) and UV-vis spectroscopy in order to ascertain how the phase of the DHIs and their proximity to a metal surface affected their switching capabilities. These surfaces are central to functioning devices, but are known to significantly diminish switching behavior.\textsuperscript{27} Monitoring and quantifying the

![Figure 2. Decreasing the Schottky energy barrier (\(\Phi\)) between a metal and organic semiconductor via the addition of a SAM containing a dipole vector pointed towards the metal.](image-url)
extent of photoisomerization in DHI thin films allows for determination of the mechanism of inhibition, which was hypothesized to be steric effects, energy transfer, or electron transfer to the metal. DHIs are well suited for such a study because of their pronounced spectroscopic signatures (Figure 3). Here, monolayers and thin films of the DHI could be irradiated with UV light to induce the photoisomerization of the stable spiro form (Figure 3a), which can be readily observed via IR spectroscopy (Figure 3b). The extent of photoisomerization of DHI thin films indicate that switching is primarily affected by steric inhibition along with surface energy transfer. These finding were ultimately published in *Photochemical & Photobiological Sciences*.

Figure 3. (a) Formation of the zwitterion via photoisomerization from the neutral (spiro) conformer. (b) Typical PM-IRRAS spectra of the DHI photoisomerization from before irradiation with UV light (yellow) to 2 (blue) and 8 (green) minutes.

**Organic Semiconductor Modification**

While the modification of metal surfaces has been shown to be an effective means of overcoming some interfacial challenges, organic semiconductor surfaces, conversely, have paltry means of control and need significant improvement. The materials themselves have been well developed resulting in many studies on various families of semiconductors, including small
molecules and polymers. Examples of common semiconductors include both p-type and n-type semiconductors such as P3HT and fullerenes respectively (Figure 4). Of the small molecule semiconductors commonly investigated, the acene family is one of the more prominent classes. The acenes have been studied in much depth, especially pentacene due to its high charge carrier mobility, and have been utilized in TFT and OLED applications. Although pentacene has many desirable characteristics, its tendency to undergo photooxidation, as well as its cost, means that tetracene is often used as an analogue. Together, these two molecules have produced a plethora of research, ranging from optimizing molecular orientation and film growth to studying contact effects. Further development in solution-processable films (e.g. TIPS-pentacene) has also been achieved. Despite all the progress made with the acene family, a litany of interfacial issues still exist. Of particular concern is the weak interfacial interactions between the acene and the metal electrode. These weak interactions manifest themselves into problems such as delamination and metal penetration. In order to overcome such limitations, a solution is needed.

Figure 4. Common p-type and n-type organic semiconductors used in organic electronics.
Inspired by SAMs on metals, I proposed to study SAMs on organic semiconductors to address problems of poor adhesion and reducing metal penetration. Here, if the terminal functional group has a functionality that coordinates a deposited metal, metal adhesion would greatly improve.41,42 A good example would be comparing a SAM of octanethiol to that of octanedithiol as studied by Ohgi and coworkers.43 The former contains a methyl group as the terminal functionality, which poorly coordinates to gold, while the latter’s thiol group does so with high affinity. Upon deposition of gold onto the SAMs, a uniform overlayer was observed via STM on only the octanedithiol SAM. Electronic measurements of this sample resulted in a small capacitance, indicating the presence of a true overlayer separated from the Au(111) via the SAM. If this is the case, SAMs should be a suitable means of improving metal adhesion of an organic semiconductor thin-film. This is important as often the metal must be deposited onto the organic semiconductor, meaning the chemistry must be applied via the organic semiconductor.

In Chapter 3, the extension of SAMs to tetracene films was applied for the improvement of interfacial adhesion. Functionalities that promote strong adhesion between a metal and the organic film can be easily installed via just two steps. The first is via the Diels-Alder reaction, which has been proven to be a well-suited means to append further reaction sites to the surface of acene thin films.44 Such Diels-Alder reactions are readily performed with maleic anhydride. The second step consists of reactions of primary amines with the anhydride adducts. These reactions were performed in order to install more desirable functionalities, such as thiols and carboxylic acids, as dienophiles containing such functional groups were unsuitable for the solid-vapor chemistry that is utilized on the films. In order to characterize the reactions, the surface species were analyzed by infrared spectroscopy, X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), and mass
spectrometry. Peel tests indicate the adhesion of metalized films to reacted films is improved, thus demonstrating secondary reactions as a means of improving interfacial flaws.

**Concluding Thoughts**

With the developed chemistry resulting in successful adhesion, further routes of exploration are limitless. One direction would be towards the application of biosensing. Installation of an amine on the surface, via a secondary reaction with ethylenediamine, would readily provide a desirable locus for the addition of a biomolecules. Another is that I hope that flexible substrates, such as PET, will be at some point be implemented so that the number of bend cycles of the films could be determined. If this chemistry shows to be useful for flexible substrates, this could open many doors for the development of this and similar chemistries.

Whether or not the Diels-Alder reactions on acene films will be used in an industrial setting, I believe that this work lays the groundwork for future surface functionalization of organic films. Furthermore, the development and application of surface analysis techniques, in particular MALDI-TOF, as a means of analyzing thin films will be a powerful tool for the advancement of this field. It is my hope, that organic semiconductors become standard in all devices, and in turn continue the cycle that inspires new and imaginative applications, materials, and chemistries.
CHAPTER TWO

SOLID STATE AND SURFACE EFFECTS IN THIN-FILM MOLECULAR SWITCHES

Introduction

In a drive towards smart materials, photoswitchable elements are regularly added to metallic interfaces. Here, these elements can act as regulators of organic field-effect transistors and organic light emitting diodes, or impart motion to micron scale objects. From an application standpoint, these surface based photochromophores are exciting proof of principles for the field. However, when the switches are interfaced with a surface, their already complex photoprocesses become exponentially more so.

In solution, a molecular switch responds to light by becoming excited and multiple processes can follow, including fluorescence and internal conversion. Along with these familiar processes, a molecular switch has the unique ability to isomerize to a structurally distinct state (Figure 5, right). This “switched” state can be reached via ring-closing/ring-opening, cis-trans isomerization, and can even involve the formation of a zwitterion. Generally, a color change accompanies switching, hence the moniker “photochromophore”. Established classes of photochromophores have been optimized such that the molecule’s structure and electronics impart switching kinetics that compete effectively with the relaxation processes listed above.

When interfaced with a metallic surface, the photochromophore’s behavior is altered due to surface effects. In particular, the switching efficiency of these systems can be significantly less than that of analogous solution based systems, with both the molecular environment and the
surface playing the major roles.\textsuperscript{27,55,56} The former is general to switching in the solid state, and is a result of the steric environment around the photochromophore (Figure 5, top left).\textsuperscript{57,58} The latter is specific to the metal surface, and here excited adsorbates now also relax via non-radiative decay to the surface, the two primary modes being electron and energy transfer (Figure 5, left).\textsuperscript{59} Theory also predicts that electron transfer is to supplant energy transfer as the primary mode of non-radiative decay within 1-2 nm to the surface.\textsuperscript{59}

Figure 5. Jablonski diagram depicting photoswitching and quenching mechanisms for the dihydroindolizine (DHI) system. Top left depicts steric inhibition whereby a neighboring molecule prevents switching in the solid state. The lower left displays quenching via electron transfer to the metal’s conduction band ($E_c$) and energy transfer to a metal surface. In the middle and to the right, typical decay mechanisms for photochromophores are shown, including the production of the switched state (zwitterion).
With so many competing processes, it is natural to examine them serially such that the complex processes at surfaces can be teased apart. Herein we describe the design and transfer of three dihydroindolizine (DHI) photochromophores from solution phase to solid and thin-film, while examining the relative inhibiting factors that appear with each change. Specifically, through the use of UV-vis and IR spectroscopy, we characterize optical properties and spectroscopic markers for each DHI as well as quantitatively measure the extent of switching with thin-film IR studies.

**Experimental**

All chemicals were purchased from Sigma Aldrich or BDH and used without additional purification. DHI-1, 6, and 14 were synthesized using previously reported methods,\textsuperscript{26,60,61} and the synthesis for DHI-9 is located in Appendix A. DHIs were kept in the dark at all times except during irradiation.

Metal evaporations were performed using a Kurt J. Lesker NANO 38 thermal evaporator. Solution UV-vis characterization of the DHIs was performed using a Shimadzu UV-2550 spectrophotometer in CH\textsubscript{2}Cl\textsubscript{2}. Bulk DHI films on NaCl salt plates were studied via a Bruker Optics Tensor 37 FT-IR with a MCT detector and a Shimadzu UV-2550 spectrophotometer. DHI thin-films were prepared using a Headway Research Inc. 1-EC101D-R485 photo-resist spinner. The thin-films were studied via surface IR using a Bruker Optics Tensor 37 FT-IR with a polarization modulation accessory (PMA 50) and MCT detector. Thin-film thicknesses were measured using a Gaertner Stokes ellipsometer.
**Bulk Films on Salt Plates**

DHIs were dissolved in dichloromethane with concentrations ranging from 1 to 2 mg/mL. 1 mg of the DHI solution was placed on the NaCl salt plate and the solvent was allowed to evaporate. A UV-vis spectrum, followed by an IR spectrum, was taken for the spiro form. The sample was then irradiated for 2, 8, and 13 min with spectra taken after each time interval. Indexing was used to maintain analysis of a consistent region.

**Thin Film Preparation**

Substrates were prepared as follows: glass slides were cleaned with piranha solution (3:1 H$_2$SO$_4$:H$_2$O$_2$) for 30 min at ~100 °C and rinsed copiously with 18 MΩ·cm water. Slides were then dried with nitrogen and placed in the thermal evaporator. Silver (50 nm), followed by gold (50 nm), was evaporated onto the slides with a chromium adhesion layer (5 nm) at a base pressure <1×10$^{-6}$ Torr and a deposition rate of 1 Å/s. Directly after evaporation, gold substrates were placed onto the spin coater and the DHI solution was cast onto the substrate. Solutions for spin coating consisted of the DHI dissolved in dichloromethane, at concentrations ranging from 0.5 to 2 mg/mL. Initial spin speed was held at 100 RPM for 5 seconds and was then increased to 1000 RPM which was then held for 15 seconds for all samples. High concentrations were used for the thicker samples; dilute was used for the 5 nm samples. The thickness for the thin-films denoted as “30 nm” herein ranged from 28-32 nm, as determined by ellipsometry. For “~14 nm” thin-films, ellipsometric thicknesses were 8-14 nm. The 5 nm thin-films ranged ±0.5 nm.

**Passivated Samples**

Sample preparation used identical substrates to those prepared for the thin-films studies. After evaporation, a hexadecanethiol passivation layer was assembled. The passivation layer was
prepared by placing the gold substrate in a 0.4 mM hexadecanethiol in a N₂ purged 200 proof ethanol solution for 5 h. The sample was then rinsed with ethanol (×3), sonicated in ethanol for 30 s, rinsed with ethanol (×3), and finally dried with nitrogen. Upon successful self-assembly, **DHI-1** was dip-coated onto the slide from a 2 mg/mL solution in a 2.5:1 hexanes:dichloromethane mixture. Ellipsometric thicknesses for both the passivation layer and thin-film are reported in the text.

**Photoswitching Studies**

DHIs films were irradiated with a 400 nm LED source (12 mW/cm²). The LED rastered ~1 cm over the film for 2, 8, and 13 min.

**Results and Discussion**

**Molecular Design, Synthesis, and Solution Behavior**

In the design of the molecules, two main things were considered. First, the molecules discussed herein were designed to isolate factors affecting the switching of adsorbed DHI monolayers on a metal surface by incorporating systematic variation of the linkers that tether them to that surface (i.e. Figure 6, left). Specifically, the bolded grey linkers in Figure 6 were chosen to have similar lengths (and thus surface-photochromophore distance), but at the same time contain dramatically different electronic transfer ability. Full details on the implications of the various linkers in the context of monolayer studies are described at the end of this chapter. The second factor we considered was the electron donating/withdrawing capabilities of the group attached to the dihydropyridine ring.⁶² By intentionally choosing linkers with similar donating abilities, the three DHIs listed in Figure 6 should have the same stability in the zwitterion (switched) form, as well as optical properties (DHIs being exponentially more sensitive to
changing the methyl ester and fluorene substituents.\textsuperscript{50} The only complication with our molecules is that the first design parameter requires full conjugation for at least one of the linkers, a change that can have a non-negligible impact on switching. To minimize this effect, linkers are located at the 7’ position, where effects of conjugation are extremely small, primarily due to cross-conjugation.\textsuperscript{62}

The switches were synthesized via reported protocols,\textsuperscript{26,60,61} and their optical properties were confirmed via UV-vis. Here, characteristic bands related to the switch state of the molecules can be readily observed (the $\pi - \pi^*$ transition for the spiro form and the presumed charge transfer transition for the zwitterion). In Figure 7, the $\pi - \pi^*$ transitions of the spiro DHIs are shown, with an example of the presumed charge transfer transition of the zwitterion in the inset. The $\lambda_{\text{max}}$ for the spiro and betaine forms, along with extinction coefficients ($\varepsilon$), are summarized in Table 1. As expected, the majority of optical properties are notably quite similar, with the exception of a slight shift in DHI-1’s $\pi - \pi^*$ absorption which is red-shifted on the account of the extended conjugation system within the oligo($p$-phenylene-ethynylene) linker.\textsuperscript{62} Half-lives of the zwitterion ($\tau_{1/2}$), which were determined by monitoring the decrease of the presumed charge transfer transition over time and modeling the transition as a first-order
decay, were also relatively similar. The longer half-life observed for DHI-1 can be attributed to the delocalization of the zwitterions charge within the conjugated oligo(p-phenylene-ethynylene) linker in DHI-1. Complete UV-vis characterization and relaxation experiments can be found in the Appendix A, Figure S1.

![UV-vis spectra](image)

Figure 7. UV-vis spectra of DHI-1 (black solid line), 6 (red dotted), 14 (blue dashed) in dichloromethane. Inset: Upon irradiation of the spiro conformer (yellow) of DHI-1, a peak at 657 nm was observed indicating the formation of the zwitterion (green).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>λ&lt;sub&gt;max&lt;/sub&gt; (nm)</th>
<th>ε × 10&lt;sup&gt;-3&lt;/sup&gt; (M&lt;sup&gt;-1&lt;/sup&gt; cm&lt;sup&gt;1&lt;/sup&gt;)</th>
<th>Zwitterion λ&lt;sub&gt;max&lt;/sub&gt; (nm)</th>
<th>τ&lt;sub&gt;1/2&lt;/sub&gt; (s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>DHI</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>397</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>657</td>
<td>115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>385</td>
<td>8.5</td>
<td>586</td>
<td>66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>14</strong></td>
<td>386</td>
<td>7.2</td>
<td>602</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Bulk Photochemical Properties and Spectroscopic Markers**

When moving to the solid state studies, experiments are limited by the fact that UV-vis does not provide the sensitivity necessary to study thin or monolayer films. To circumvent this, characteristic DHI IR vibrations are correlated with a change in optical absorption and molecular structure. Various IR techniques, such as polarization modulation infrared reflection absorption
spectroscopy (PM-IRRAS), do have the sensitivity to measure these vibrations in thin-films (vide infra). For IR/UV-vis correlation experiments, the DHIs are examined as a micron thick film on a salt plate, which is photoconverted via irradiation, while observing both UV-vis and IR signatures. Relaxation for these DHIs is extremely long in the solid state relative to the solution phase materials, and thus has negligible effect on these (and later) measurements.

Before irradiating the samples, it was observed that the $\pi-\pi^*$ transition had red-shifted slightly for DHI-6 and DHI-14 (395 and 396 nm respectively, Figure 7). It is possible that this effect could be attributed to the lack of solvation and thus a higher ordering of the DHIs. However, this trend does not appear to be systematic as the same red-shift was not observed for DHI-1. Despite this inconsistency, it is beneficial for our studies due to the consolidation of $\lambda_{\text{max}}$ near 400 nm which allows for the use of a single monochromatic irradiation source for all samples.

Upon irradiation with 400 nm light, a stretch correlated to the coupled double bond vibrations within the dihydroindolizine decreased (1559 cm$^{-1}$) while the stretch correlating to the pyridinium ion appears (1506 cm$^{-1}$), indicating the formation of the zwitterion in DHI-6. We show in Figure 8, that this is in fact characteristic of the DHIs, and can be correlated with the extent of switching observed in UV-vis. As shown in Figure 8, a decrease in absorbance for the $\pi-\pi^*$ transition peak (~400 nm), as well as an increase in absorbance for the presumed charge transfer transition (500 – 700 nm), occurs in tandem with the decrease in absorbance at 1550-1559 cm$^{-1}$ for DHIs 1, 6, and 14. At the same time, an absorbance appears between at 1500-1506 cm$^{-1}$ for 1, 6, and 14, along with a secondary feature at 1637, 1643, and 1641 cm$^{-1}$ for 1, 6, and 14 respectively. Together, these stretches indicate the formation of the zwitterion. As the
thickness is decreased from the micron scale bulk films to nanometer scale thin-films, the aforementioned stretches, in particular the stretch at 1550-1559 cm\(^{-1}\), will be used as a spectroscopic marker. The rationale behind this marker is twofold. First, the other IR modes which have pronounced changes in Figure 8 (increasing at ~1640 cm\(^{-1}\) and 1500 cm\(^{-1}\)) cannot be effectively used due to overlapping stretches in the neutral molecule in the former and surface selection rules associated with the latter.\(^{26,63}\) Second, the stretch at ~1560 cm\(^{-1}\) occurs only in the neutral form\(^{26}\) and hence it can be used as a semi-quantitative measure of switching.

There is one other noteworthy attribute of the solid state switching. When moving to the solid state, the relaxing of the zwitterionic species decreases dramatically, resulting in much longer half-lives. For example, the half-life of DHI-14 increases from 47 s in solution to 3.2 h in the solid state. The implications for experiments are, again, positive. As relaxation is on the hour scale, it is no longer a competing process and has minimal effect on measurements of switching kinetics. This also mitigates half-life differences present in solution; back (relaxation) reaction is effectively a non-contributor amongst the competing processes shown in Figure 5.
Figure 8. UV-vis and FTIR (NaCl plate) spectra for bulk DHI-1, 6, and 14. The spiro conformer (yellow) was irradiated for 2 (blue) and 8 (green) min.

**Thin-Films and Steric Inhibition of Switching**

Bulk samples were useful in correlative studies, but lack the precision necessary for analyzing relative switching states in the solid state. Thus, all three DHIs were examined as 30 nm thick films on gold substrates. Thin-film ellipsometry confirmed that all samples are uniformly coated, and thicknesses deviated by ~3 nm over a typical sample. When analyzed by PM-IRRAS, the diagnostic signals for the spiro form were apparent. It is interesting to note the difference between the films on the NaCl and gold substrates, in particular the carbonyl stretch near 1700 cm\(^{-1}\), which is lower in intensity compared to the rest of the spectra (Figure 8, 9). This has been observed before in previous works, and is confined to the spin-coated samples (not self-assembled monolayers or dropcast films).\(^{26}\) These effects arise from the partial alignment of
spin-coated molecules in the plane of the film$^{64}$ with the carbonyls now oriented along the same axis, and the molecular dipole offset by a surface image dipole.$^{65}$

These samples were irradiated with a 400 nm LED at an intensity of 12 mW/cm$^2$. As described earlier, the vibration at 1550-1560 cm$^{-1}$ corresponds only to the spiro form, and hence its consumption can be used semiquantitatively to indicate the extent of switching.$^{26,63}$ For example, the 57% decrease of intensity at 1559 cm$^{-1}$ for DHI-6 indicates roughly 57% of molecules present have been photoconverted (Figure 9). Accordingly, the switching kinetics were as follows. For the 30 nm thin-films of DHI-1, after 2, 8, and 13 minutes of irradiation, the stretch at 1550 cm$^{-1}$ has decreased by 20%, 32% and 38% respectively. Thin-films (30 nm) of DHI-6 were observed to switch 57%, 68%, and 74% after 2, 8, and 13 min of irradiation respectively while for DHI-14, switched 27%, 40%, and 44% after 2, 8, and 13 min of irradiation respectively. The data (also shown in Figure 9) highlight the fact that when moving from solution to solid state, appreciable differences arise between the molecules. It is clear in Figure 10 that DHI-6 significantly outperforms DHI-1 and DHI-14 (despite having a smaller ε than DHI-1). Notably, a higher percentage of DHI-6 molecules had formed the zwitterion after 2 min of irradiation than for the other DHIs after 13 min.

Figure 9. PM-IRRAS spectra of DHI-1 (a), 6 (b), and 14 (c) thin films (30 nm) on gold substrates. The spiro films (yellow) were irradiated for 2 (blue) and 8 (green) min.
A potential explanation for this diminished switching would be the steric environment surrounding the photochromophore. Under such circumstances, it would be expected that flexibility of the linker (alkyl chain versus rigid oligo(p-phenylene-ethynylene)) would heavily impact the extent of switching, similar to that found in photoswitchable polymers. This was tested using **DHI-9**; a simple photoswitch containing only a methyl group as the “linker”. Due to the small size of the linker, photoswitching should display minimal steric effects, but is electronically similar to both **DHI-6** and **DHI-14**. Therefore, if similar switching is observed to that of **DHI-6** (assuming some dilution factors from the alkyl chain) the flexibility of the linker can be confirmed as a probable cause of the observed difference in switching. This was observed to be the case (Figure 10). As shown in the figure, there is a distinct difference between the mean switched percentage for DHIs 1 and 14 (36% and 44% respectively, at 13 min) when compared to 6 and 9 (74% and 64% respectively), suggesting that the flexibility of the linker does affect the switching capability of the DHIs.

![Figure 10. Percent of DHI-1 (black triangles), DHI-6 (red circles), and DHI-14 (blue squares) molecules in the zwitterion form as a function of irradiation time for the 30 nm. Percent switching of 30 nm DHI-9 (green diamonds) films were also measured in order to examine steric effects.](image-url)
Moving to Monolayers: Electron and Energy Transfer Considerations

Of central interest to this work is the relative contribution of energy and electron transfer to the diminished switching observed in thinner films. In terms of energy transfer, theory described by Chance, Prock, and Silbey (CPS) states that the most significant component is a strong distance dependence \((1/d^4)\)\(^{59,66,67}\). Accordingly, linker lengths for the DHIs were similar (Table 2). Contributions of linker structure to energy transfer (i.e. via index of refraction) are minimal\(^{68,69}\). However, the different linker structure manifests itself in dramatically different electron transfer rates. For DHI-1, the conjugated oligo\((p\)-phenylene-ethynylene\) linker presents a relatively low tunnel barrier for electrons, while DHI-14 contains a methylene spacer between two aromatic rings, and DHI-6 a saturated alkyl chain, each with progressively slower electron transfer rates. This results in an effective range of electron transfer rate of 25 (Table 2). When comparing across DHIs, if switching rates are observed to vary by a substantial amount, then the results would suggest electron transfer as the dominant mechanism. If the three DHIs exhibit similar switching rates, the result would indicate energy transfer as the dominant mechanism.

Table 2. Physical and electrical properties of DHI linkers 1, 6, and 14. Relative energy transfer rate constants \((k_{rel, ET})\) were calculated using CPS theory\(^{66}\), while electron transfer rate constants \((k_{rel, e^-})\) were calculated using linker length and electron decay constants \((\beta)\).\(^{54}\) Electronic decay constants were estimated from references 10 and 70.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DHI</th>
<th>Linker Length (Å)</th>
<th>(k_{rel, ET})</th>
<th>(k_{rel, e^-})</th>
<th>(\beta) (Å(^{-1}))</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>11.4</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>0.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>11.7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>9.7</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
We begin to look in this direction by examining thinner films. In changing the thickness, the relative contribution of surface effects (namely inhibition based on energy/electron transfer) plays a proportionally larger role. DHIs were examined at 30 nm, ~14 nm, and 5 nm thickness, and complete IR/photoswitching data sets can be found in Figure S2 (Appendix A). These data sets can be summarized by comparing the percent of molecules switched at 30 nm to that at 5 nm, for each of the DHIs. The fraction of uninhibited switches was calculated for each DHI by dividing the percent switched at 5 nm by the 30 nm data. As shown in Figure 11, the DHIs are impacted by the metal as the sample begins to approach monolayer thickness. Here, the fraction of uninhibited switches for both DHI-6 and DHI-14 was calculated to be 0.65 and 0.70 respectively (at t = 2 min), indicating that the 5 nm films do not switch as effectively as the 30 nm film. A similar fraction is observed for DHI-1 (0.86), though the inhibition less pronounced. It should be noted, however, that DHI-1 is consistently the least effective switch out of the three DHIs examined, and accordingly, the amount of uncertainty between similar spectra is higher. Results at 8 and 13 min (which show more similarity with DHI-6 and DHI-14) suggest that differences between the DHIs are minimal, and that in all three cases, thinner films were less effective switches. Seeking additional evidence that the surface was indeed the source of dampened switching, the spacing between the metal and photochromophore was lengthened, while the film was kept constant at 5 nm. A hexadecane thiol passivation layer provided a 2.1 nm gap between the DHIs and the metal, almost eliminating energy (~1/d^4) and electron (~e-d) transfer.71,72 Ultimately, the passivated DHI-1 films (4.9 nm) showed an increase in switching, compared to non-passivated DHI-1 on gold (4.9 nm), and their kinetics are indistinguishable from the 30 nm samples. The results indicate that inhibition is from the metal/chromophore
coupling, rather than interfacial phenomenon (sterics at the surface, increasing surface/bulk ratio, etc.).

![Graph showing fraction of uninhibited switches as a function of irradiation time for DHI-1 (black triangles), DHI-6 (red circles), and DHI-14 (blue squares) in 5 nm films.]

Figure 11. Fraction of DHI-1 (black triangles), DHI-6 (red circles), and DHI-14 (blue squares) switches that are uninhibited in 5 nm films as a function of irradiation time.

These results are suggestive as to the mechanism of switching inhibition at this length scale. First, for the 5 nm films (4 molecules thick) the fraction of uninhibited switches is roughly 0.70 (Figure 11) when compared to the 30 nm films (roughly 24 molecules thick). As the switching effectiveness (and kinetics) of thinner films, even at 5 nm, still largely mirror that of the bulk samples, this lends credence to the assumption that inhibition is confined to the closest layer or two to the metal surface. This is not terribly surprising as electron transfer is not efficient until the surface-photochromophore distance is on the order of 1-2 nm, and energy transfer is focused on a region less than 10 nm from the metal surface.68,73 Second, the fact that all samples display similar drop offs in switching (~0.30 inhibited) suggest energy transfer likely plays the dominant role. The role of electron transfer was not statistically significant at the length scales we examined, but cannot be discounted.
Finally, the data is also exceptionally clear on the challenging interplay between electronic structure and solid state switching behavior. From the 5 nm thin-film data (Figure S2, Appendix A), DHI-6 still displays dramatically faster switching kinetics than DHI-1 and 14, even at these small scales. We predict that this trend will likely continue to the monolayer regime. This behavior serves as a possible explanation for the lack of switching to date in DHI-1 monolayers, while successful switching of DHI-6 monolayers has been reported. This also further highlights the fact that while electron/energy transfer can be engineered into molecules, the changes to the structure required to do so often impact other factors affecting solid state switching (i.e. steric). These findings, along with the extensive efforts that have been focused on DHI design, will help shape future surface studies of this class of photochromophores in order to overcome the aforementioned challenges.

**Conclusion**

In summary, we have examined the extent of switching of molecular thin-films as a function of irradiation time to assess the impact of solid state structure and metal surface interaction on three similar photochromophores that display similar switching properties in solution. Solid state studies of thin-films on gold indicate that DHIs bearing rigid substituents are significantly inhibited, likely based on steric environment and conformational degrees of freedom. As all DHI films become thinner, metal surface based phenomenon become an increasingly important component and the average fraction of inhibited switches is calculated to be 0.30. The comparable drop-off in switching, despite structural motifs both inducing and repressing electron transfer, suggest that these systems are primarily inhibited via photochromophore/surface energy transfer. Lastly, the data obtained highlight the interplay
between molecular design, electronic structure, and switching efficiency, a challenge that will continue to impact future photochromophore designs.
CHAPTER THREE
SECONDARY REACTIONS OF FUNCTIONALIZED ACENE THIN FILMS

Introduction

The application of self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) in organic devices has revolutionized the electronics field. Here, the interfacial interactions between metal contacts and the organic semiconductor are vastly improved through the application of a thin molecular layer which serves to improve contact resistance or mechanical properties critical to device performance. Significant progress has been made with respect to device performance through the use of SAMs by decreasing the Schottky barrier between the metal and organic semiconductor via energy alignment. SAMs on the metal contact have also improved devices by optimizing orientation of an organic semiconductor in thin-film transistors (TFTs), as well as through their use as a tether in self-assembled monolayer field effect transistors (SAMFETs). The SAM chemistries involved in such devices are quite vast and range from thiols on gold, to phosphonic acids on silver, to silanes on silicon oxide. However, these advances come with a caveat. SAMs have been shown to be an effective solution for primarily bottom-contact configurations, while other device architectures have been neglected, despite the fact that many of the same problems plague these configurations.

The problems inherent to other architectures are readily illustrated by a top-contact device. Poor interactions between the deposited metal and underlying semiconductor can lead to poor adhesion between the two materials, which can cause overlayer delamination; weak
interactions similarly lead to metal penetration, which results in device failure via shorting. These challenges are present in organic light emitting diodes (OLEDs), where the metal overlayer/organic interfaces constitutes the final interface,\textsuperscript{83} and often buffer layers must be used.\textsuperscript{84} The solution should be simple. In fact, many of these very flaws have been examined previously using SAMs. To wit, it is well known that a SAM containing a thiol or carboxylic acid terminal group can improve both adhesion \textit{and} metal penetration.\textsuperscript{43,85} The challenge is our inability to install functional groups of this type as previously reported SAMs (Figure 12, center) are chemically ill-suited for fixing top contacts flaws in devices. Only molecules with smaller molecular weights, higher vapor pressures, and faster reaction rates have been successfully reacted, limiting the choice of terminal functional groups.\textsuperscript{86–89}

As the chemical repertoire which can be directly generated on an organic semiconductor surface is limited, a workaround is needed. If the SAM functional groups are treated as a launching point rather than a final state, it is possible that these could be subsequently altered to a more useful terminus (Figure 12, right). Indeed, some functional groups, installed via a Diels-Alder SAM reaction,\textsuperscript{87,88} provide a scaffold for further derivatization, specifically the maleic anhydride adduct. Secondary reactions with the maleic anhydride moiety can allow for the installation of a range of groups, including thiols and carboxylic acids, which are ideal for coordinating to deposited metals.\textsuperscript{90} In this manner, functionalities incompatible with the Diels-Alder or molecules with low volatility can be introduced. This approach fixes metallization problems and also opens up the number of groups which can be installed for additional applications such as chemical sensing,\textsuperscript{91} biofunctionalization,\textsuperscript{92} and multifunctional polymer coatings.\textsuperscript{93}
In order to produce a diverse array of surface functional groups, we perform derivatization reactions on already existing SAMs on acenes in order to tailor the terminal functional group. Using the maleic anhydride functionalized tetracene thin films as a precursor for further functionalization, we detail the successful secondary reactions of using primary amines ($n$-butylamine and cysteamine) as well as the hydrolysis of the maleic anhydride moiety. Adduct formation is characterized via diagnostic IR stretches found within the fingerprint region, as well as via mass spectrometry, and provides insights towards the identity of the surface-formed product as well as valuable kinetic information. Two of the compounds expose terminal thiol and carboxylic acid groups, and as such we report on the improved adhesion to metal top contacts. The sum of these results show that this chemistry is effective in the installation of functionalities capable of improving metal adhesion for acene semiconductors.

**Experimental**

**Maleic Anhydride Terminated Tetracene Thin Films**

Precursor films (maleic anhydride terminated tetracene) were prepared following previously reported procedures.$^{87}$ Briefly, 50 nm of sublimed grade tetracene, ($>99.99\%$) was deposited onto freshly prepared gold slides at a rate of 1 Å/s using a home built deposition chamber at a base pressure < $3 \times 10^{-5}$ Torr. Thin films were terminated with maleic anhydride
by placing them in a Schlenk tube with 10 mg of source material, under nitrogen, for 48 h at 40 °C, and non-chemisorbed materials were removed via vacuum.

**Secondary Solid-State Reactions of Thin Films**

Maleic anhydride terminated thin-films were placed in a drying chamber with a small vial containing the source material (~0.5 g of water or n-butylamine, 0.010 g of cysteamine). The drying chamber was then evacuated and filled with nitrogen three times and before it was sealed. The chamber was then placed in a furnace at 40 °C. Once the reaction was completed, the chamber was evacuated to less than 10^{-2} Torr and the base was cooled to -78 °C to remove any vapors and physisorbed material on the film (1 h). Reactions of tetracene thin-films were examined, using a Bruker Optics Tensor 37 FT-IR with a polarization modulation accessory (PMA 50) and MCT detector.

**Mass Spectrometry Analysis**

Mass spectrometry samples were reacted under similar conditions described above, with the primary difference being the larger substrate size (75×25 mm). After secondary reaction and IR analysis, samples were then coated with CHCA matrix via a TM Sprayer from a stock solution of 5 mg/mL CHCA in 9:1 acetonitrile:water at 70 °C with a flow rate of 0.100 mL/min. Coated samples were then examined with a Bruker Autoflex Speed MALDI-TOF in positive reflection mode. Prior to data acquisition, the instrument was calibrated to a peptide standard (Bruker Daltonik GmbH).

**X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy Analysis**

A Kratos AXIS-165 XPS was used to analyze cysteamine secondary reactions of precursor thin films. Photoelectrons were produced from a monochromatic Al X-ray source at an
incidence angle of 45° with a spot size of 200 µm and a chamber pressure of $3 \times 10^{-10}$ Torr. All samples were referenced to C1s line at 284.6 eV.94

**Solution Generated Reference Compounds**

The solution generated maleic anhydride/tetracene adduct (1) was synthesized following a previous procedure.88 Full synthetic methods and characterization for 5,12-dihydro-5,12-ethano-napthacene-15-$N$-butylpyrrolidine-14,16-dione (2), $N$-butyl-5,12-dihydronapthacene-5,12-endo-α,β-succinamic acid (2b), 5,12-dihydro-5,12-ethano-napthacene-13,14-dicarboxylic acid (3), 5,12-dihydro-5,12-ethano-napthacene-15-$N$-(2-sulfanylethyl)pyrrolidine-14,16-dione (4) solution generated reference compounds are found in the Appendix B.

**Adhesion Peel Tests**

All preparations were identical except for the thickness of the starting tetracene thin film (100 nm). After precursor formation and secondary reaction, a thin film of Ag (50 nm) was thermally deposited onto the samples at a rate of 0.5 Å/s using a Kurt J. Lesker NANO 38 evaporator at a base pressure of $<1 \times 10^{-6}$ Torr. Metal adhesion was assessed by mounting samples to a support microscope slide, pressing Scotch® shipping/packing tape was pressed onto the surface, and peeled off at a peel angle of 180° three times. The films were imaged using a Hitachi SU3500 scanning electron microscope at up to 18000× magnification with accelerating voltages ranging from 4.00-5.00 kV.

**Results and Discussion**

SAMs are a viable and readily accessible way to alter surface properties of organic semiconductors. The solid/vapor Diels-Alder reactions have been shown to be successful under relatively mild conditions on pentacene, and simple molecules such as $N$-hydroxylmaleimide and maleic anhydride have been shown to reduce the hydrophobicity of the surface, reducing the
contact angle from 74° to 60°. The only caveat is that, due to factors such as vapor pressure and chemical incompatibility, dienophiles containing more device specific functionalities are difficult to react. Despite this, the Diels-Alder reacted precursor films provide an ideal site for further reactions as the anhydride moiety has an exceptional range of reactions and a wide variety of functional groups can be installed.95 Of all possible secondary reaction, those utilizing primary amines or water are readily compatible with our vapor-solid reaction and have ample precedence in the solution phase.96 With such reactions, the newly installed terminal functional group would provide a point at which coordination of metal clusters could occur, improving the overall adhesion between the tetracene film and the deposited metal, and thus mirroring the inorganic SAMs discussed in the introduction.

With the endpoint of adhesion in mind, our goals were threefold: to demonstrate secondary reactions, to produce materials that could not be made otherwise (e.g. thiols which were incompatible with the Diels-Alder chemistry), and to introduce functional groups to improve device properties, specifically adhesion. The first is most easily accomplished via the hydrolysis of the anhydride to form 2. For the second, Diels-Alder reactions of thiol containing molecules are impractical due the intermolecular thiol-ene reaction and hence the reaction with cysteamine to form 3 would be compelling. Both reactions fulfill the third goal; the resultant carboxylic acid of 2 and thiol of 3 allows for the coordination of copper, silver, and gold top contacts.90 The target reactions are summarized in Scheme 1.

Scheme 1. Proposed secondary reactions of maleic anhydride functionalized tetracene thin-films.
Analysis of Secondary Reactions via PM-IRRAS

Secondary reactions of anhydride functionalized tetracene films was easily accomplished using only a drying chamber, sealed under nitrogen, in a furnace. Reaction progress was monitored via PM-IRRAS, an effective tool for thin-film characterization due to its surface selectivity and high sensitivity. Product structure was determined by comparing surface spectra to solution-generated reference compounds, allowing for identification of newly formed stretches. For this process, we identified the most likely products based off classical organic reactivity; these solution-generated analogues were synthesized and characterized via ATR-IR. Distinct identifying IR stretches were selected for the reference compounds; in some cases, this was as many as 4 stretches, and all were unique within a window of ≥10 cm\(^{-1}\). In all potential reaction products, the carbonyl frequencies were substantially distinct from the anhydride carbonyl, and served as a primary evaluation of both product identity and reaction progress.

To demonstrate the plausibility of secondary reactions, the hydrolysis of the anhydride was carried out to produce metal binding diacid species. Previous reactions conducted at 70 °C indicated anhydride consumption, however the PM-IRRAS spectra contained abnormally broad which obscured product identity. As temperature was suspected to affect the integrity of film and the surface species, and consequently the PM-IRRAS spectra, a lower temperature was chosen (40 °C). Here, reactivity was significantly reduced. It was not until 48 h that full consumption of the carbonyl stretch of 1 at 1770 cm\(^{-1}\) (Figure 13a) was observed. During this time, the other stretches characteristic of the diacid 2 (1698, 1561, 1441, 1359, 1195, and 1135 cm\(^{-1}\)) were observed. These stretches also corresponded the identifying stretches of the solution generated reference (Appendix B), leaving little ambiguity to the identity of the reacted species.
Figure 13. (a) PM-IRRAS spectra of the reaction of the anhydride functionalized tetracene thin-films (dotted line) with water (solid line) on the surface. Red arrows indicate the consumption of diagnostic stretches of 1 while black arrows indicate the production of 2. (b) A similar hydrolysis reaction of 1 (dotted line) to form the diacid 2 (solid line). A larger broad stretch at 1561 cm$^{-1}$, along with a small carbonyl stretch at 1698 cm$^{-1}$, suggests the presence of hydrogen bonding.

One feature of the hydrolysis reaction that is worth mentioning is the broad but minor feature at 1561 cm$^{-1}$. In other samples, this feature was substantially larger (Figure 13b) and observed along with a dampening of the carbonyl stretch at 1698 cm$^{-1}$. We attribute this feature to hydrogen bonding in the reacted films, as typical diagnostic features, such as a shift in carbonyl frequencies along with the observation of stretch broadening, are present. Typically, this occurs via one of two scenarios: in the first the diacid bonds with excess water present, in the second hydrogen bonding occurs intramolecularly. In order to investigate the former, the samples were exposed to vacuum (~$5 \times 10^{-6}$ Torr) for 2 h. A decrease in the stretch at 1561 cm$^{-1}$ was not observed. The same is true for films placed in a P$_2$O$_5$ desiccator for several days. Thus we believe the most likely explanation for this phenomenon is intramolecular hydrogen bonding, which is common for maleic acid and other analogues.

Despite the success of the hydrolysis reaction there were some concerns about the modest reactivity and the exposure of organic semiconductor films to water is generally undesirable.
Accordingly, we shifted focus to imide formation, and the eventual reaction of cysteamine. To demonstrate the viability of amine secondary reactions, anhydride SAMs were first exposed to \( n \)-butylamine vapors. Imide formation is a rapid reaction, and the high vapor pressure of \( n \)-butylamine\(^{104} \) assures that sufficient amounts of the reactants reach the surface. After 18 h of exposure, complete consumption of the anhydride’s carbonyl stretch at 1770 cm\(^{-1} \) was observed along with the consumption of other diagnostic stretches (red arrows, Figure 14). At the same time, the production of new stretches at 1696, 1436, 1395, and 1354 cm\(^{-1} \) were observed. These were found to match the IR spectra of the solution generated reference \( n \)-butylmaleimide/tetracene adduct (4, Appendix B), which confirmed the presence of this species on the thin-film surface. It should be noted that a minor stretch at 1562 cm\(^{-1} \) is only found in the \( n \)-butylmaleamic acid adduct (4b, Appendix B), however other diagnostic stretches are not observed and we assume that if 4b is present, it is a minor side product. With the production of 4 confirmed, baseline kinetics for imide formation were established to aid with subsequent amine reactions (i.e. cysteamine). Overall the reaction was quite rapid. It was found that complete consumption of anhydride stretch of 1 was observed in as little as 30 min, even at a reduced temperature (30 °C). Further reduction in reaction time would likely begin to involve the kinetics of the vapor transport, and no further attempts were made to study this effect.
For the final reaction, anhydride functionalized tetracene thin-films were exposed to cysteamine vapor at 40 °C. Similar to the n-butylamine, full consumption of the anhydride stretches occurs rapidly (1 h, Figure 15), however interpretation of new stretches is challenging. Due to overlap with tetracene signals, only 2 new distinct signals are found. Of these two, the stretch at 1264 cm\(^{-1}\) does correspond to the solution-generated reference imide 3; the other broad stretch at 1572 cm\(^{-1}\) is not present in the reference imide IR spectra (Appendix B), nor has it been present in the unpurified reference of the acid amide. The IR spectra shown in Figure 4 is representative of multiple attempts, and in all instances, additional identifiable peaks are absent. A second method is necessary for identification and could also be a useful complementary characterization for the previous reactions.
Figure 15. PM-IRRAS spectra of the secondary reaction of the anhydride functionalized thin-films (dotted line) with cysteamine. The spectra post reaction (solid line) is inconclusive for the identity of the product.

Analysis of Cysteamine-Reacted Thin-films via MALDI-TOF and XPS

For the secondary reactions performed on the thin-films, interpretation of product PM-IRRAS spectra can be challenging due to the absence of a few diagnostic stretches because of factors such as the surface selection rule. Additionally, different regioisomers are possible at the surface, possibly contributing to broad and unexpected stretches, which obfuscates analysis. Finally, reaction with \(n\)-butylamine suggest that both the imide and acid amide might be present. Thus, a second method of analysis becomes important in identifying reaction product formed with amines. Previously, identification of SAMs on inorganic surfaces have been achieved using matrix assisted laser desorption ionization time of flight (MALDI-TOF) mass spectrometry. Adapting this technique for use on organic thin-films would greatly improve our confidence in product identity.

After optimizing the technique on several controls including solution generated reference compounds and references physically deposited on top of tetracene thin-films, the cysteamine reacted sample was examined. Interestingly, the molecular ions of neither the imide 3 nor the
acid-amide 3b products are observed via MALDI-TOF analysis. Other viable product structures were then screened, and instead, the imide and acid-amide containing the disulfide (3c and 3d) were identified (Figure 16). This was surprising, despite the fact that the disulfide is a common degradant of cysteamine, as the vapor pressure of the disulfide (cystamine) was expected to be much lower than that of cysteamine. Thus, we sought to elucidate the plausibility of the disulfide entering the vapor phase and reacting with the precursor films. The reaction of the anhydride functionalized films with pure disulfide demonstrated that the anhydride was consumed at a slightly lower rate than the cysteamine (2 h vs 1 h, respectively, 50º), but indeed did react. Overall this pathway is viable, but due it’s the slower kinetics, we suggest the dominant mechanism is cysteamine reacting with the anhydride on the surface first, and that the thiol is converted to the disulfide over time. Finally, we should note that the lack of 3 and 3b in the MALDI spectrum can be attributed to the absence of these species on the surface; the reference imide compound 3 was readily observed when directly mounted on a slide.

![Figure 16. MALDI-TOF spectra of a cysteamine reacted thin film (black) compared to CHCA matrix only (blue). [M+H]^+ ions of 3c and 3d are highlighted.](image)
A concern with relying exclusively on mass spectrometry data is the highly variable ionization efficiency between compounds, and thus the possibility of unrepresentative identification. Complimentary assessment with X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), which is particularly effective at elemental and chemical analysis, provides a fuller picture of the formed products. As only the top ~10 nm of the film produces photoelectrons that can be detected,\textsuperscript{105} XPS results in characterization of the film’s surface without interference of the bulk signal. XPS was utilized on a cysteamine reacted sample. Deconvolution of the O 1s signal (Figure 17a) indicates the presence of two peaks. The higher binding energy at 532.1 eV has been attributed to carbonyl oxygen. Carboxylates are commonly found at ~1 eV lower binding energy and thus it is highly likely the signal at 531.1 eV is due to this functionality.\textsuperscript{106} Signal integration of these two components indicate that 22% of the surface species is from a carboxylate while the remainder is a carbonyl. In a similar manner, deconvolution of the N 1s region yielded two peaks (Figure 17b). The first, with a binding energy of 399.8 eV is typical of amide and imide nitrogens,\textsuperscript{107} and as such the relative abundance of each species cannot be determined. The second peak at a binding energy of 401.3 eV, however, has been attributed to charged amide from proton transfer and/or hydrogen bonding.\textsuperscript{107,108} Signal integration of the two peaks yielded a ratio of 1.4:1, indicating that 41% of the surface species are charged. Taken together the N 1s and O 1s signals are suggestive of hydrogen bonding between the carboxylic acid and amide in 3d. If we assume that nearly all the acid-amide is hydrogen bonding, this would indicate that roughly 40% of surface species are of this form, while the remainder are the imide 3c. This is consistent with the MALDI data as well. The finding of hydrogen bonding could also explain the stretch broadening observed in the PM-IRRAS spectra.
Figure 17. Deconvoluted XPS spectra of (a) O 1s and (b) N 1s obtained from a cysteamine reacted thin-film. The green peaks are attributed to the neutral species while the peaks in yellow are assigned to charged/hydrogen bonded species. All peaks are reference to C 1s of 284.6 eV.

Adhesion Tests of Cysteamine Reacted Films

As a standard qualitative measure of adhesion, peel tests using Scotch® packing tape were performed on the unreacted tetracene and the secondary cysteamine reacted thin-films. Before the tape was applied to the films, silver (50 nm) was deposited onto the films. Upon application of the tape to the samples and peeling back, a noticeable loss of silver on the unreacted tetracene sample (Figure 18a) was observed. The cysteamine reacted film, in contrast, proved to be more robust (Figure 18b). SEM analysis further illustrates these improvements. Film structure in Figure 18a is heavily damaged even in a manner consistent with macroscopic observations; areas where the silver contact appears slightly discolored indeed contain flaws. Areas that appear unperturbed (left of SEM image) still contain significant pitting if not holes. In contrast, the reacted surface contain virtually no flaws at this or higher magnification (up to 18000×). It is quite clear that the reaction has improved adhesion. Importantly, the improved adhesion continues with the other reactions as the silver layer was unable to be removed from thin films containing the diacid 2. We further confirmed the role of the terminal group by
examining 4, which lacks a terminal metal binding group. As expected this functionalization did not improve the overall adhesion of the contact. Overall, the peel tests are indicate that metal coordinating functionalities installed via secondary reactions improve adhesion between a deposited metal and an organic film.

Figure 18. Peel tests of metalized thin films of tetracene (a) and cysteamine reacted tetracene (b). SEM imaging shows the features as a result of the removal of silver (red box) contrasted to the surface of the cysteamine reacted film (green box).

Conclusion

With the goal of improving metal adhesion for organic semiconductor thin films, secondary reactions were performed on anhydride functionalized tetracene thin films. Reactions were monitored via IR spectroscopy through the consumption of the surface anhydride species and the generated stretches were compared to solution generated references of the most likely products. Due to the complexity of the IR spectra for the cysteamine reaction, additional analysis was performed on the films using MALDI-TOF mass spectrometry and XPS, which suggests the presence of a dimer of the anticipated imide formed via a disulfide linkage. Peel tests revealed that improved adhesion on metalized secondary reacted films; silver was easily delaminated from tetracene, while reacted films showed no peel damage. The results from the peel tests also confirms the necessity of metal coordinating species on the functionalized organic
thin films. Combined, these results demonstrate a direct way to address adhesion and other interfacial flaw within organic devices and allow surface functionalities to be tuned for said purposes.
APPENDIX A
SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION FOR CHAPTER TWO
General Experimental Methods:
All reactions were run under a nitrogen atmosphere unless otherwise stated. All column chromatography separations were performed on silica gel 60 (40-63 μm from BDH). Thin layer chromatography was carried out on silica gel (F254) with glass support. All NMR spectra were taken on a Varian 500 MHz spectrometer. All 1H and 13C chemical shifts (δ) were referenced to tetramethylsilane in CDCl3. IR spectra were acquired on a Shimadzu IRAffinity-1S FTIR with a Pike Technologies MIRacle single reflection horizontal ATR accessory. Mass spectra were acquired on a Shimadzu ESI-TOF. Dimethyl spiro[cycloprop[2]ene-1,9′-fluorene]-2,3-dicarboxylate was prepared following a previous procedure.60

Synthesis of DHI-9:

7′-Methyl-8a′H-spiro[fluorine-9,1′-indolizine]-2′,3′-dicarboxilate (DHI-9): 4-Methylpyridine (0.010 g, 0.11 mmol) and dimethyl spiro[cycloprop[2]ene-1,9′-fluorene]-2,3-dicarboxylate (0.037 g, 0.12 mmol) were added to a round bottomed flask. The flask was evacuated and filled with nitrogen (×3). Dichloromethane (2 mL) was added to the flask and the solution was stirred in the dark for 4 h. The product (0.028 g, 0.069 mmol) was purified via column chromatography (100% DCM, Rf = 0.38) and collected as a green oil at a 65% yield. 1H NMR (500 MHz) δ 7.72 (d, J = 7.3 Hz, 2H), 7.56 (d, J = 7.3 Hz, 1H), 7.46 (d, J = 7.6 Hz, 1H), 7.40-7.29 (m, 3H), 7.22 (t, J = 7.4 Hz, 1H), 6.40 (d, J = 7.3 Hz, 1H), 5.43 (s, 1H), 5.06 (dd, J = 7.5, 1.1 Hz, 1H), 4.19 (s, 1H), 3.99 (s, 3H), 3.26 (s, 3H), 1.51 (s, 3H). 13C NMR (125 MHz) δ 163.6, 162.1, 147.3, 146.5, 142.5, 141.5, 140.1, 131.5, 128.0, 127.8, 127.3, 126.8, 124.6, 123.7, 123.3, 119.7, 119.4, 112.5, 108.6, 108.2, 69.9, 64.2, 53.1, 50.9, 20.6. IR (ATR, cm−1): 2949, 2789, 1742, 1694, 1649, 1593, 1460, 1435, 1393, 1308, 1263, 1225, 1182, 1130, 1084, 731. HRMS (ESI-TOF) m/z: [M + H]+ Calcd for C25H21NO4H 400.1504; Found 400.1525.
Optical properties of (a) DHI-1 (7.0 × 10^{-5} M), (b) 6 (6.9 × 10^{-5} M), and (c) 14 (7.0 × 10^{-5} M) were studied via solution (dichloromethane) UV-vis. In the spiro form (yellow), the typical π-π* transition can be observed at 397, 385, and 386 nm respectively. Upon irradiation with 400 nm light for 2 minutes (green), the presumed charge transfer band is observed at 657, 586, and 602 nm respectively. Half-lives (insets) were found to be 115, 66, and 47 seconds respectively and followed predicted first order rate.
Figure S2. PM-IRRAS spectra for DHI thin-films

DHI-1 (a-c), 6 (d-f), and 14 (g-i) spiro (yellow) thin-films were irradiated with 400 nm light for 2 minutes (blue) and 8 minutes (green). Consumption of the stretch at 1560 cm⁻¹ along with the growth of the stretch at 1500 cm⁻¹ indicates successful photoconversion.
Figure S3. PM-IRRAS spectra of DHI-9

Representative spectra for DHI-9 thin-films. The spiro (yellow) film was irradiated with 400 nm light for 2 (blue), 8 (green), and 13 (black dotted) minutes. The consumption of the stretch at 1560 cm$^{-1}$ along with the growth of the stretch at 1500 cm$^{-1}$, indicates successful photoconversion.
APPENDIX B
SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION FOR CHAPTER THREE
General Experimental Methods:

All reactions were run under a nitrogen atmosphere and solvents were purged unless otherwise stated. All column chromatography separations were performed on silica gel 60 (40-63 μm from BDH). Thin layer chromatography was carried out on silica gel (F254) with glass support. All NMR spectra were taken on a Varian 500 MHz spectrometer. \(^1\)H and \(^13\)C chemical shifts (δ) in CDCl\(_3\) were referenced to tetramethylsilane. \(^1\)H and \(^13\)C chemical shifts (δ) in DMSO-\(d_6\) were referenced to its residual solvent signal (2.50 and 39.51 respectively). IR spectra were acquired on a Shimadzu IRAffinity-1S FTIR with a Pike Technologies MIRacle single reflection horizontal ATR accessory. 5,12-Dihydro-5,12-ethano-napthacene-13,14-dicarboxylic acid anhydride (maleic anhydride adduct, \(1\)) was synthesized using a previous procedure.\(^8\)

Synthetic Methods

5,12-Dihydro-5,12-ethano-napthacene-13,14-dicarboxylic acid (2):

5,12-Dihydro-5,12-ethano-napthacene-13,14-dicarboxylic acid anhydride (0.0329 g, 0.101 mmol) was added to a sealed tube which was evacuated and filled with nitrogen three times. Water (0.5 mL, 27.7 mmol) and THF (1 mL) were added to the tube which was sealed and placed in an oil bath at 70 °C. After 43 h, the tube was removed from the oil bath and cooled to room temperature. The solvent was then removed and CH\(_2\)Cl\(_2\) added to form a white precipitate that was collected via vacuum filtration. This yielded the desired diacid as white powder (0.0129 g, 0.0374 mmol, 37 %) as a single isomer. \(^1\)H NMR (500 MHz, DMSO-\(d_6\)) δ 12.04 (s, 2H), 7.84-7.80 (m, 4H), 7.44 (dd, \(J = 6.2, 3.3\) Hz, 2H), 7.30 (dd, \(J = 5.3, 3.3\) Hz, 2H), 7.07 (dd, \(J = 5.4, 3.2\) Hz, 2H), 4.69 (s, 2H), 3.17 (s, 2H). \(^13\)C NMR (125 MHz, DMSO-\(d_6\)) δ 172.4, 140.9, 140.5, 131.6, 127.3, 125.41, 125.36, 124.9, 121.1, 47.3, 46.3. IR (cm\(^{-1}\)) 1713, 1501, 1479, 1414, 1315, 1227, 1207, 889, 748, 673.

5,12-Dihydro-5,12-ethano-napthacene-15-\(N\)-(2-sulfanylethyl)pyrrolidine-14,16-dione (3):

Open to the air, 5,12-dihydro-5,12-ethano-napthacene-13,14-dicarboxylic acid anhydride (0.1204 g, 0.3689 mmol), cysteamine (0.0380 g, 0.492 mmol), and acetic acid (5 mL) were added to a
round bottom flask. The mixture was then refluxed for 8.5 h and then cooled to room temperature. The mixture was then poured into water (10 mL) to form a white precipitate. The powder was collected via vacuum filtration and rinsed with water three times. The product was dried overnight, which provided 0.1092 g (0.2847 mmol) of 3 in 77%. **Major Isomer:** $^1$H NMR (500 MHz, CDCl$_3$) δ 7.81-7.78 (m, 4H), 7.46 (dd, $J = 6.1$, 3.2 Hz, 2H), 7.32 (dd, $J = 5.4$, 3.4 Hz, 2H), 7.17 (dd, $J = 5.4$, 2.9 Hz, 2H), 4.91 (s, 2H), 3.34-3.28 (m, 4H), 1.88 (q, $J = 7.8$ Hz, 2H), 1.04 (t, $J = 9.3$ Hz, 1H). $^{13}$C NMR (125 MHz, CDCl$_3$) δ 176.2, 138.3, 132.2, 127.2, 126.0, 125.0, 124.2, 122.5, 46.6, 45.4, 41.4, 20.8. **Minor Isomer:** $^1$H NMR (500 MHz, CDCl$_3$) δ 7.74 (dd, $J = 5.9$, 3.4 Hz, 2H), 7.72 (s, 2H), 7.44-7.41 (m, 4H), 7.20 (dd, $J = 5.4$, 2.9 Hz, 2H), 4.90 (s, 2H), 3.34-3.28 (m, 2H), 3.19 (t, $J = 7.6$ Hz, 2H), 1.64-1.58 (m, 2H), 0.68 (t, $J = 8.5$ Hz, 1H). $^{13}$C NMR (125 MHz, CDCl$_3$) δ 176.3, 140.9, 138.2, 135.7, 132.2, 127.4, 126.9, 126.1, 123.4, 46.8, 45.4, 41.2, 20.5. IR (cm$^{-1}$) 1771, 1695, 1437, 1395, 1337, 1260, 1155, 893, 847, 764.

5,12-Dihydro-5,12-ethano-napthacene-15-N-butylpyrrolidine-14,16-dione (4): Tetracene (0.0448 g, 0.196 mmol) and n-butylmaleimide (0.0399 g, 0.260 mmol) were added to a tube which was evacuated and filled with nitrogen three times. Toluene (2 mL) was then added to the tube, which was then sealed and placed in an oil bath at 120 °C. After 48 h, the reaction was cooled to room temperature and the solvent was removed. The crude product was purified via column chromatography (1:4 EtOAc: hexanes, Rf: 0.48) to yield the it as a white powder (0.0325 g, 0.0843 mmol) at a 43% yield. **Two inseparable isomers:** $^1$H NMR (500 MHz, CDCl$_3$) δ 7.80-7.78 (m, 4H), 7.74-7.71 (m, 4H), 7.45 (dd, $J = 6.1$, 3.2 Hz, 2H), 7.42-7.39 (m, 4H), 7.31 (dd, $J = 5.4$, 3.4 Hz, 2H), 7.19 (dd, $J = 5.6$, 3.2 Hz, 2H), 7.14 (dd, $J = 5.4$, 2.9 Hz, 2H), 4.91-4.88 (m, 4H), 3.27-3.25 (m, 4H), 3.13 (t, $J = 7.1$ Hz, 2H), 3.02 (t, $J = 6.8$ Hz, 2H), 0.84-0.79 (m, 4H), 0.71 (t, $J = 6.6$ Hz 3H), 0.42-0.34 (m, 4H), 0.11 (t, $J = 6.8$ Hz, 3H). $^{13}$C NMR (125 MHz, CDCl$_3$) δ 176.7, 176.6, 141.1, 138.7, 138.2, 135.8, 132.4, 132.2, 127.49, 127.47, 127.0, 126.8, 125.9, 125.8, 125.0, 124.2, 123.4, 122.4, 46.8, 46.6, 45.4 (2), 38.4, 38.3, 29.2, 29.1, 19.7, 19.4, 13.6, 12.8. IR (cm$^{-1}$) 1695, 1460, 1435, 1398, 1341, 1292, 1192, 1132, 935, 897, 849, 754, 721.

$N$-butyl-5,12-dihydronaphthacene-5,12-endo-$\alpha,\beta$-succinamic acid (4b): 5,12-Dihydro-5,12-ethano-napthacene-13,14-dicarboxylic acid anhydride (0.0565 g, 0.173 mmol) was dissolved in CH$_2$Cl$_2$ (2 mL) and cooled to 0 °C. To the resulting suspension, $N$-butylamine (0.03 mL, 0.3 mmol)
in CH$_2$Cl$_2$ (0.1 mL) was added dropwise. The mixture was then stirred at 0 °C for 3 h and then brought to room temperature. The pH of the solution was adjusted to 10 with 1 M NaOH and extracted with water ($\times$3). The pH of the combined aqueous layers was adjusted to 4 with 1 M HCl, which resulted in a white precipitate that was vacuum filtered. The crude product was triturated with toluene, yielding a white powder that was collected via vacuum filtration. This produced the desired product 4b (0.0164 g, 0.0415 mmol) in 24% yield. $^1$H NMR (500 MHz, DMSO-$d_6$) δ 7.85-7.77 (m, 5H), 7.42 (dd, $J$ = 6.1, 3.2 Hz, 2H), 7.32 (d, $J$ = 6.8 Hz, 1H), 7.11 (d, $J$ = 6.4 Hz, 1H), 7.05 (t, $J$ = 6.6 Hz, 1H) 7.00 (t, $J$ = 6.8 Hz, 1H), 4.63 (d, $J$ = 1.5 Hz, 1H), 4.50 (d, $J$ = 2.5 Hz, 1H), 3.22 (dd, $J$ = 10.7, 2.4 Hz, 1H), 2.99-2.83 (m, 3H), 1.37-1.26 (m, 4H), 0.86 (t, $J$ = 7.1 Hz, 3H). $^{13}$C NMR (125 MHz, DMSO-$d_6$) δ 172.5, 169.6, 141.7, 140.84, 140.81, 140.5, 131.51, 131.49, 127.3, 127.2, 125.37, 125.35, 125.33, 125.1, 125.0, 124.4, 121.2, 120.8, 47.9, 47.5, 46.7, 45.1, 38.1, 31.2, 19.5, 13.7. IR (cm$^{-1}$) 1711, 1670, 1643, 1562, 1437, 1381, 1321, 1256, 1207, 1165, 947, 881, 687, 665.

Figure S4. ATR-FTIR spectra of 2.
Figure S5. ATR-FTIR spectra of 3.

Figure S6. ATR-FTIR spectra of 4.
Figure S7. ATR-FTIR spectra of 4b.
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